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Working People of California 2023-11-10

from the california indians who labored in the spanish missions to the immigrant workers on silicon valley s high tech
assembly lines california s work force has had a complex and turbulent past marked by some of the sharpest and most
significant battles fought by america s working people this anthology presents the work of scholars who are forging a
new brand of social history one that reflects the diversity of california s labor force by paying close attention to the
multicultural and gendered aspects of the past readers will discover a refreshing chronological breadth to this volume
as well as a balanced examination of both rural and urban communities daniel cornford s excellent general introduction
provides essential historical background while his brief introductions to each chapter situate the essays in their larger
contexts a list of further readings appears at the end of each chapter this title is part of uc press s voices revived
program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give
them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed
scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1995

The Borders Within 2008-05-15

throughout its history the nation that is now called the united states has been inextricably entwined with the nation
now called mexico indeed their indigenous peoples interacted long before borders of any kind were established today though
the border between the two nations is so prominent that it is front page news in both countries douglas monroy a noted
mexican american historian has for many years pondered the historical and cultural intertwinings of the two nations here
in beautifully crafted essays he reflects on some of the many ways in which the citizens of the two countries have
misunderstood each other putting himself� and his own quest for understanding�directly into his work he contemplates
the missions of california the differences between �liberal� and �traditional� societies the meanings of words like mexican
chicano and latino and even the significance of avocados and bathing suits in thought provoking chapters he considers why
native americans didn�t embrace catholicism why nafta isn�t working the way it was supposed to and why mexicans and
their neighbors to the north tell themselves different versions of the same historical events in his own thoughtful way
monroy is an explorer rather than trying to conquer new lands however his goal is to gain new insights he wants to
comprehend two cultures that are bound to each other without fully recognizing their bonds along with monroy readers
will discover that borders when we stop and really think about it are drawn more deeply in our minds than on any maps

Thrown Among Strangers 1990-11-15

every california schoolchild s first interaction with history begins with the missions and indians it is the pastoralist image
of course and it is a lasting one children in elementary school hear how father serra and the priests brought civilization
to the groveling lizard and acorn eating indians of such communities as yang na now los angeles so edified by history many
of those children drag their parents to as many missions as they can then there is the other side of the missions one that a
mural decorating a savings and loan office in the san fernando valley first showed to me as a child on it a kindly priest
holds a large cross over a kneeling indian for some reason though the padre apparently aims not to bless the indian but
rather to bludgeon him with the emblem of christianity this portrait too clings to the memory capturing the critical view
of the missionization of california s indigenous inhabitants i carried the two childhood images with me both when i went to
libraries as i researched the missions and when i revisited several missions thirty years after those family trips in this work
i proceed neither to dubunk nor to reconcile these contrary notions of the missions and indians but to present a new and i
hope deeper understanding of the complex interaction of the two antithetical cultures

Contested Eden 1998-03-31

celebrating the 150th birthday of the state of california offers the opportunity to reexamine the founding of modern
california from the earliest days through the gold rush and up to 1870 in this four volume series published in association
with the california historical society leading scholars offer a contemporary perspective on such issues as the evolution
of a distinctive california culture the interaction between people and the natural environment the ways in which california
s development affected the united states and the world and the legacy of cultural and ethnic diversity in the state
california before the gold rush the first california sesquicentennial volume combines topics of interest to scholars and
general readers alike the essays investigate traditional historical subjects and also explore such areas as environmental
science women s history and indian history authored by distinguished scholars in their respective fields each essay contains
excellent summary bibliographies of leading works on pertinent topics this volume also features an extraordinary full
color photographic essay on the artistic record of the conquest of california by europeans as well as over seventy
black and white photographs some never before published

The San Diego World's Fairs and Southwestern Memory, 1880-1940 2005-11

bokovoy peels back the rhetoric of romance and reveals the legacies of the san diego world s fairs to reimagine the indian
and hispanic southwest
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Metropolis in the Making 2001-08

informed by the rich new literature on contemporary los angeles metropolis in the making takes giant strides in illuminating
the history of the present looking back to the future this rich collection of historical essays fixes on the key formative
moments of america s first decentralized industrial metropolis not only would carey mcwilliams be pleased but so too
will be every contemporary urbanist edward w soja author of postmetropolis critical studies of cities and regions and co
editor of the city los angeles and urban theory at the end of the twentieth century

Labor Rights Are Civil Rights 2013-10-24

in 1937 mexican workers were among the strikers and supporters beaten arrested and murdered by chicago policemen in the
now infamous republic steel mill strike using this event as a springboard zaragosa vargas embarks on the first full scale
history of the mexican american labor movement in twentieth century america absorbing and meticulously researched labor
rights are civil rightspaints a multifaceted portrait of the complexities and contours of the mexican american struggle for
equality from the 1930s to the postwar era drawing on extensive archival research vargas focuses on the large mexican
american communities in texas colorado and california as he explains the great depression heightened the struggles of
spanish speaking blue collar workers and employers began to define citizenship to exclude mexicans from political rights and
erect barriers to resistance mexican americans faced hostility and repatriation the mounting strife resulted in strikes by
mexican fruit and vegetable farmers this collective action combined with involvement in the communist party led mexican
workers to unionize vargas carefully illustrates how union mobilization in agriculture tobacco garment and other
industries became an important vehicle for achieving mexican american labor and civil rights he details how interracial
unionism proved successful in cross border alliances in fighting discriminatory hiring practices in building local unions in
mobilizing against fascism and in fighting brutal racism no longer willing to accept their inferior status a rising mexican
american grassroots movement would utilize direct action to achieve equality

Californios, Anglos, and the Performance of Oligarchy in the U.S. West
2018-05-15

dramaturgical notes 1 curtain raiser the angels collaborations a question of casting dress rehearsal

Making Music in Los Angeles 2007-10-16

in this fascinating social history of music in los angeles from the 1880s to 1940 catherine parsons smith ventures into an
often neglected period to discover that during america s progressive era los angeles was a center for making music long
before it became a major metropolis she describes the thriving music scene over some sixty years including opera concert
giving and promotion and the struggles of individuals who pursued music as an ideal a career a trade a business or all
those things at once smith demonstrates that music making was closely tied to broader progressive era issues including
political and economic developments the new roles played by women and issues of race ethnicity and class

The Borders Within 2022-07-19

throughout its history the nation that is now called the united states has been inextricably entwined with the nation
now called mexico indeed their indigenous peoples interacted long before borders of any kind were established today though
the border between the two nations is so prominent that it is front page news in both countries douglas monroy a noted
mexican american historian has for many years pondered the historical and cultural intertwinings of the two nations here
in beautifully crafted essays he reflects on some of the many ways in which the citizens of the two countries have
misunderstood each other putting himself and his own quest for understanding directly into his work he contemplates the
missions of california the differences between liberal and traditional societies the meanings of words like mexican chicano
and latino and even the significance of avocados and bathing suits in thought provoking chapters he considers why native
americans didn t embrace catholicism why nafta isn t working the way it was supposed to and why mexicans and their
neighbors to the north tell themselves different versions of the same historical events in his own thoughtful way monroy
is an explorer rather than trying to conquer new lands however his goal is to gain new insights he wants to comprehend
two cultures that are bound to each other without fully recognizing their bonds along with monroy readers will
discover that borders when we stop and really think about it are drawn more deeply in our minds than on any maps

Radicals in the Barrio 2018-06-26

radicals in the barrio uncovers a long and rich history of political radicalism within the mexican and chicano working
class in the united states chac�n clearly and sympathetically documents the ways that migratory workers carried with
them radical political ideologies new organizational models and shared class experience as they crossed the border into
southwestern barrios during the first three decades of the twentieth century justin akers chac�n previous work includes
no one is illegal fighting racism and state violence on the u s mexico border with mike davis
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Rebirth 2023-04-28

this sweeping vibrant narrative chronicles the history of the mexican community in los angeles douglas monroy unravels
the dramatic complex story of mexican immigration to los angeles during the early decades of the twentieth century and
shows how mexican immigrants re created their lives and their communities against the backdrop of this newly created
cityscape rebirth explores pivotal aspects of mexican los angeles during this time its history political economy popular
culture and depicts the creation of a time and place unique in californian and american history mexican boxers movie stars
politicians workers parents and children american popular culture and schools and historical fervor on both sides of the
border all come alive in this literary jargon free chronicle in addition to the colorful unfolding of the social and cultural
life of mexican los angeles monroy tells a story of first generation immigrants that provides important points of
comparison for understanding other immigrant groups in the united states monroy shows how the transmigration of space
culture and reality from mexico to los angeles became neither wholly american nor mexican but m�xico de afuera mexico
outside a place where new concerns and new lives emerged from what was both old and familiar this extremely accessible
work uncovers the human stories of a dynamic immigrant population and shows the emergence of a truly transnational
history and culture rebirth provides an integral piece of chicano history as well as an important element of california
urban history with the rich synthetic portrait it gives of mexican los angeles

American History Goes to the Movies 2011-01-26

whether they prefer blockbusters historical dramas or documentaries people learn much of what they know about history
from the movies in american history goes to the movies w bryan rommel ruiz shows how popular representations of historic
events shape the way audiences understand the history of the united states including american representations of race and
gender and stories of immigration especially the familiar narrative of the american dream using films from many different
genres american history goes to the movies draws together movies that depict the civil war the wild west the
assassination of jfk and the events of 9 11 from the birth of a nation and gone with the wind to the exorcist and united 93
to show how viewers use movies to make sense of the past addressing not only how we render history for popular
enjoyment but also how hollywood s renderings of america influence the way americans see themselves and how they make
sense of the world

Choosing to Care 2019-10

in choosing to care kyle e ciani examines the long history of interactions between parents and social reformers from diverse
backgrounds in the development of social welfare programs particularly childcare in san diego california ciani explores
how a variety of people from destitute parents and tired guardians to benevolent advocates and professional social
workers connected over childcare concerns in a city that experienced tremendous demographic changes caused by
urbanization immigration and the growth of a local u s military infrastructure from 1850 to 1950 choosing to care
examines four significant areas where san diego s programs were distinct from and contributed to the national childcare
agenda the importance of the transnational u s mexico border relationship in creating effective childcare programs the
development of vocational education to curtail juvenile delinquency the promotion of nursery school education and the
advancement of an emergency daycare program during the great depression and world war ii ciani shows how children from
families in unstable situations especially children from native american asian mexican descent african american and
impoverished anglo families challenged a social reform system that defined care as both social control and behavioral
regulation choosing to care incorporates a broader definition of childcare to include efforts by governmental and
organizational bodies and persons to maintain and nurture the physical mental and social health and development of minors
when parents and guardians cannot do so it offers a more complex understanding of how multiple avenues and resources
established social welfare in san diego and other west coast cities

The Immigrant Left in the United States 1996-01-01

a transnational social history of immigrant group involvement in radical activities in nineteenth and twentieth century
america that provides missing links between the immigration experience the neighborhood the workplace politics and culture

American Heathens 2012-06-01

in the 19th century debate over whether the united states should be an explicitly christian nation california emerged as a
central battleground racial groups that were perceived as godless and uncivilized were excluded from suffrage and
evangelism among indians and the chinese was seen as a politically incendiary act joshua paddison sheds light on
reconstruction�s impact on indians and asian americans by illustrating how marginalized groups fought for a political
voice refuting racist assumptions with their lives words and faith reconstruction he argues was not merely a remaking of
the south but rather a multiracial and multiregional process of reimagining the nation
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The Dead March 2017-08-28

winner of the bolton johnson prize winner of the utley prize winner of the distinguished book award society for military
history the dead march incorporates the work of mexican historians in a story that involves far more than military
strategy diplomatic maneuvering and american political intrigue studded with arresting insights and convincing
observations james oakes new york review of books superb a remarkable achievement by far the best general account of the
war now available it is critical insightful and rooted in a wealth of archival sources it brings far more of the mexican
experience than any other work and it clearly demonstrates the social and cultural dynamics that shaped mexican and
american politics and military force journal of american history it has long been held that the united states emerged
victorious from the mexican american war because its democratic system was more stable and its citizens more loyal but
this award winning history shows that americans dramatically underestimated the strength of mexican patriotism and
failed to see how bitterly mexicans resented their claims to national and racial superiority their fierce resistance surprised
us leaders who had expected a quick victory with few casualties by focusing on how ordinary soldiers and civilians in
both countries understood and experienced the conflict the dead march offers a clearer picture of the brief bloody war
that redrew the map of north america

A Century of Transnationalism 2016-08-15

this collection of articles by sociologically minded historians and historically minded sociologists highlights both the
long term persistence and the continuing instability of home country connections encompassing societies of origin and
destination from around the world a century of transnationalism shows that while population movements across states
recurrently produce homeland ties those connections have varied across contexts and from one historical period to
another changing in unpredictable ways any number of factors shape the linkages between home and destination including
conditions in the society of immigration policies of the state of emigration and geopolitics worldwide contributors houda
asal marie claude blanc chal�ard caroline douki david fitzgerald nancy l green madeline y hsu thomas lacroix tony michels
victor pereira m�nica raisa schpun and roger waldinger

Chicano Communists and the Struggle for Social Justice 2019-04-02

in the 1930s and 1940s the early roots of the chicano movement took shape activists like jes�s cruz and later ralph
cuar�n sought justice for miserable working conditions and the poor treatment of mexican americans and immigrants
through protests and sit ins lesser known is the influence that communism and socialism had on the early roots of the
chicano movement a legacy that continues today examining the role of mexican american working class and radical labor
activism in american history enrique m buelna focuses on the work of the radical left particularly the communist party cp
usa buelna delves into the experiences of cuar�n in particular as well as those of his family he writes about the family s
migration from mexico work in the mines in morenci arizona move to los angeles during the great depression service in world
war ii and experiences during the cold war as a background to exploring the experiences of many mexican americans during
this time period the author follows the thread of radical activism and the depth of its influence on mexican americans
struggling to achieve social justice and equality the legacy of cuar�n and his comrades is significant to the chicano
movement and in understanding the development of the labor and civil rights movements in the united states their
contributions in particular during the 1960s and 1970s informed a new generation to demand an end to the vietnam war
and to expose educational inequality poverty civil rights abuses and police brutality

Latinas in the United States, set 2006-05-03

latinas in the united states a historical encyclopedia records the contribution of women of latin american birth or
heritage to the economic and cultural development of the united states the encyclopedia edited by vicki l ruiz and virginia
s�nchez korrol is the first comprehensive gathering of scholarship on latinas this encyclopedia will serve as an essential
reference for decades to come in more than 580 entries the historical and cultural narratives of latinas come to life from
mestizo settlement pioneer life and diasporic communities the encyclopedia details the contributions of women as settlers
comadres and landowners as organizers and nuns more than 200 scholars explore the experiences of latinas during and
after euroamerican colonization and conquest the early 19th century migration of puerto ricans and cubans 20th
century issues of migration cultural tradition labor gender roles community organization and politics and much more
individual biographical entries profile women who have left their mark on the historical and cultural landscape with more
than 300 photographs latinas in the united states offers a mosaic of historical experiences detailing how latinas have
shaped their own lives cultures and communities through mutual assistance and collective action while confronting the
pressures of colonialism racism discrimination sexism and poverty meant for scholars and general readers this is a great
resource on latinas and historical topics connected with them curledup com

L.A. City Limits 2004-01-27

in 1964 an urban league survey ranked los angeles as the most desirable city for african americans to live in in 1965 the
city burst into flames during one of the worst race riots in the nation s history how the city came to such a pass
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embodying both the best and worst of what urban america offered black migrants from the south is the story told for the
first time in this history of modern black los angeles a clear eyed and compelling look at black struggles for equality in l
a s neighborhoods schools and workplaces from the great depression to our day l a city limits critically refocuses the
ongoing debate about the origins of america s racial and urban crisis challenging previous analysts near exclusive focus
on northern rust belt cities devastated by de industrialization josh sides asserts that the cities to which black
southerners migrated profoundly affected how they fared he shows how l a s diverse racial composition dispersive
geography and dynamic postwar economy often created opportunities and limits quite different from those encountered by
blacks in the urban north

Race and Nation 2005-07-08

race and nation is the first book to compare the racial and ethnic systems that have developed around the world it is the
creation of nineteen scholars who are experts on locations as far flung as china jamaica eritrea brazil germany punjab and
south africa the contributing historians sociologists anthropologists political scientists and scholars of literary and
cultural studies have engaged in an ongoing conversation honing a common set of questions that dig to the heart of
racial and ethnic groups and systems guided by those questions they have created the first book that explores the
similarities differences and the relationships among the ways that race and ethnicity have worked in the modern world in so
doing they have created a model for how to write world history that is detailed in its expertise yet also manages broad
comparisons

Paradise Transplanted 2014-08-15

gardens are immobile literally rooted in the earth but they are also shaped by migration and by the transnational
movement of ideas practices plants and seeds in paradise transplanted pierrette hondagneu sotelo reveals how successive
conquests and diverse migrations have made southern california gardens and in turn how gardens influence social
inequality work leisure status and our experiences of nature and community drawing on historical archival research
ethnography and over one hundred interviews with a wide range of people including suburban homeowners paid mexican
immigrant gardeners professionals at the most elite botanical garden in the west and immigrant community gardeners in the
poorest neighborhoods of inner city los angeles this book offers insights into the ways that diverse global migrations and
garden landscapes shape our social world

Mongrels, Bastards, Orphans, and Vagabonds 2008-10-14

an unprecedented account of the long term cultural and political influences that mexican americans will have on the
collective character of our nation in considering the largest immigrant group in american history gregory rodriguez
examines the complexities of its heritage and of the racial and cultural synthesis mestizaje that has defined the mexican
people since the spanish conquest in the sixteenth century he persuasively argues that the rapidly expanding mexican
american integration into the mainstream is changing not only how americans think about race but also how we envision
our nation brilliantly reasoned highly thought provoking and as historically sound as it is anecdotally rich mongrels
bastards orphans and vagabonds is a major contribution to the discussion of the cultural and political future of the
united states

Black and Brown in Los Angeles 2014

black and brown in los angeles is a timely and wide ranging interdisciplinary foray into the complicated world of
multiethnic los angeles the first book to focus exclusively on the range of relationships and interactions between latinas
os and african americans in one of the most diverse cities in the united states the book delivers supporting evidence that los
angeles is a key place to study racial politics while also providing the basis for broader discussions of multiethnic
america students faculty and interested readers will gain an understanding of the different forms of cultural borrowing
and exchange that have shaped a terrain through which african americans and latinas os cross paths intersect move in
parallel tracks and engage with a whole range of aspects of urban living tensions and shared intimacies are recurrent
themes that emerge as the contributors seek to integrate artistic and cultural constructs with politics and economics in
their goal of extending simple paradigms of conflict cooperation or coalition the book features essays by historians
economists and cultural and ethnic studies scholars alongside contributions by photographers and journalists working in
los angeles

Enjoy Guanajuato 2017-09-13

in homegrown cultural critics bell hooks and amalia mesa bains reflect on the innate solidarity between black and latino
culture riffing on everything from home and family to multiculturalism and the mass media hooks and mesa bains invite
readers to re examine and confront the polarizing mainstream discourse about black latino relationships that is too often
negative in its emphasis on political splits between people of color a work of activism through dialogue homegrown is a
declaration of solidarity that rings true even ten years after its first publication this new edition includes a new
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afterword in which mesa bains reflects on the changes conflicts and criticisms of the last decade

Homegrown 2021-05-04

immersive enchanting and gripping in a far off land is do not miss historical fiction patti callahan nyt bestselling author of
becoming mrs lewis it s 1931 in hollywood and minerva sinclaire is on the run for a murder she didn t commit as the great
depression hits the midwest minerva sinclaire runs away to hollywood determined to make it big and save the family farm
but beauty and moxie don t pay the bills in tinseltown and she s caught in a downward spiral of poverty desperation and
compromise finally she s about to sign with a major studio and make up for it all instead she wakes up next to a dead film
star and is on the run for a murder she didn t commit only two unwilling men oscar a mexican gardener in danger of
deportation and max a too handsome agent battling his own demons can help mina escape corrupt police on the take and the
studio big shots trying to frame her but even her quick thinking and grit can t protect her from herself alone penniless and
carrying a shameful secret mina faces the consequences of the heartbreaking choices that brought her to ruin and just
might bring her back to where she belongs

In a Far-Off Land 2008-10-28

from wildcatting texas oilmen to colorado rock climbers from hipster capitalists to populist moralizers westerners have
proven themselves to be a highly individualistic breed of american as much in their politics as in their vocations or
lifestyles this first book on the landscape of the american west s politics looks beyond red state blue state assumptions
to explore how westerners have expanded the boundaries of the political and emerged as a harbinger of america s electoral
future representing a wide range of specialties popular culture business history the environment ethnic history agriculture
and more these authors portray a politically heterogeneous region and show how its multiple traditions have strongly
shaped the nation s body politic viewing politics as more than cyclical electioneering they draw on historical evidence to
portray westerners imaginatively rethinking democratic practice and constantly forging new political publics these
twelve essays move western political history beyond the usual discussions of elections and parties and the standard
issues of water progressivism and states rights some explore claims to western authenticity among those associated
with western conservatism not just regional heroes like barry goldwater and ronald reagan but farmers and evangelicals
as well others examine the transformation of the west s minority communities to reveal a liberalism that celebrates
diversity and articulates claims for social justice the final chapters reveal the complexity of contemporary western
political culture challenging longstanding assumptions about such notions as space nature and the liberal conservative
divide here then is the paradox of western politics in all its enigmatic glory with frontier individualism going head to head
with multiethnic diversity in debates over divergent views of western authenticity and wild cards put into play by
counterculturists cyber libertarians fiscally conservative gun toting democrats and environmentalists the political
culture of the new west shows how westerners have expressed themselves within a complex often contradictory and
constantly changing political culture and helps explain why no electoral outcome in this part of america can be predicted
for certain

The Political Culture of the New West 2022-08-23

a timely reassessment of some of the most daring projects of abstraction from south america emphasizing the open ended and
self critical nature of the projects of abstraction in south america from the 1930s through the mid 1960s this important
new volume focuses on the artistic practices of joaqu�n torres garc�a tom�s maldonado alejandro otero and lygia
clark megan a sullivan positions the adoption of modernist abstraction by south american artists as part of a larger
critique of the economic and social transformations caused by latin america s state led programs of rapid
industrialization sullivan thoughtfully explores the diverse ways this skepticism of modernization and social and
political change was expressed ultimately the book makes it clear that abstraction in south america was understood not
as an artistic style to be followed but as a means to imagine a universalist mode of art a catalyst for individual and
collective agency and a way to express a vision of a better future for south american society

Radical Form 2021-01-12

traces the development of catholic cultures in the south the midwest the west and the northeast and their contribution
to larger patterns of catholicism in the united states most histories of american catholicism take a national focus
leading to a homogenization of american catholicism that misses much of the local complexity that has marked how
catholicism developed differently in different parts of the country such histories often treat northeastern catholicism
such as the irish catholicism of boston as if it reflects the full history and experience of catholicism across the united
states the making of american catholicism argues that regional and transnational relationships have been central to the
development of american catholicism the american catholic experience has diverged significantly among regions if we do not
examine how it has taken shape in local cultures we miss a lot exploring the history of catholic cultures in new orleans
iowa wisconsin los angeles and new york city the volume assesses the role of region in american catholic history
carefully exploring the development of american catholic cultures across the continental united states drawing on
extensive archival research the making of american catholicism argues that american catholicism developed as
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transnational catholics creatively adapted their devotional and ideological practices in particular american regional
contexts they emphasized notions of republicanism individualistic capitalism race ethnicity and gender resulting in a unique
form of catholicism that dominates the united states today the book offers close attention to race and racism in
american catholicism including the historical experiences of african american and latinx catholics as well as catholics of
european descent

The Making of American Catholicism 2002-05-16

since its birth in 1781 los angeles has come to define both the material and spiritual force of american civilization the
american dream is realized experienced and lost in the city of angels unmasking l a third worlds and the city an
interdisciplinary collection of essays dialogues and photographs seeks to reveal the third world geographies cultures
and populations of los angeles it examines the social political cultural and literary climate of the city bringing together
diverse responses to the complexities facing los angeles from respected intellectuals writers and artists such as mike
davis deepak chopra and gayatri chakravorty spivak by uncovering the forces that marginalize los angeles s ever shifting
populations into internal third worlds the collection unmasks the raw contradictions the grim paradoxes and the
understated ironies of the global city

Unmasking L.A. 2008-02-05

a clear and evocative demonstration of how historical archaeology when done by a scholar of voss s caliber can
contribute in a substantive and profound way to our understanding of colonialism mary c beaudry author of findings the
material culture of needlework and sewing the archaeology of ethnogenesis will become a model for research on identity in
historical archaeology extremely well written and readable it presents the results of original research in innovative
ways randall h mcguire author of a marxist archaeology in her innovative archaeological study of shifting identities in
spanish california voss shows that the colonists of san francisco used diverse material practices to establish a new
californio identity and legitimize their status as occupiers of a new land this book will be of considerable interest to
scholars of the spanish borderlands and gender politics robert w preucel coeditor of a companion to social archaeology

The Archaeology of Ethnogenesis 2014-02-28

the border crossed us explores efforts to restrict and expand notions of us citizenship as they relate specifically to the
us mexico border and latina o identity borders and citizenship go hand in hand borders define a nation as a territorial entity
and create the parameters for national belonging but the relationship between borders and citizenship breeds perpetual
anxiety over the purported sanctity of the border the security of a nation and the integrity of civic identity in the border
crossed us josue david cisneros addresses these themes as they relate to the us mexico border arguing that issues ranging
from the mexican american war of 1846 1848 to contemporary debates about latina o immigration and border security
are negotiated rhetorically through public discourse he explores these rhetorical battles through case studies of specific
latina o struggles for civil rights and citizenship including debates about mexican american citizenship in the 1849
california constitutional convention 1960s chicana o civil rights movements and modern day immigrant activism cisneros
posits that borders both geographic and civic have crossed and recrossed latina o communities throughout history the
book s title derives from the popular activist chant we didn t cross the border the border crossed us and that latina os in
the united states have long contributed to struggled with and sought to cross or challenge the borders of belonging
including race culture language and gender the border crossed us illuminates the enduring significance and evolution of us
borders and citizenship and provides programmatic and theoretical suggestions for the continued study of these critical
issues

The Border Crossed Us 2017-02-15

los angeles incarcerates more people than any other city in the united states which imprisons more people than any other
nation on earth this book explains how the city of angels became the capital city of the world s leading incarcerator
marshaling more than two centuries of evidence historian kelly lytle hernandez unmasks how histories of native elimination
immigrant exclusion and black disappearance drove the rise of incarceration in los angeles in this telling which spans from
the spanish colonial era to the outbreak of the 1965 watts rebellion hernandez documents the persistent historical bond
between the racial fantasies of conquest namely its settler colonial form and the eliminatory capacities of incarceration
but city of inmates is also a chronicle of resilience and rebellion documenting how targeted peoples and communities have
always fought back they busted out of jail forced supreme court rulings advanced revolution across bars and borders
and as in the summer of 1965 set fire to the belly of the city with these acts those who fought the rise of incarceration in
los angeles altered the course of history in the city the borderlands and beyond this book recounts how the dynamics of
conquest met deep reservoirs of rebellion as los angeles became the city of inmates the nation s carceral core it is a story
that is far from over
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City of Inmates 2014-01-28

this companion contains 25 original essays by writers and scholars who present an expert assessment of the best and
most important work to date on the complex history of los angeles the first companion providing a historical survey of
los angeles incorporating critical multi disciplinary themes and innovative scholarship features essays from a range of
disciplines including history political science cultural studies and geography photo essays and contemporary voice
sections combine with traditional historiographic essays to provide a multi dimensional view of this vibrant and diverse
city essays cover the key topics in the field within a thematic structure including demography social unrest politics
popular culture architecture and urban studies

A Companion to Los Angeles 2011-02-21

from babe ruth to the black sox scandal this companion examines baseball s history global identity current challenges and
memorable personalities

The Cambridge Companion to Baseball 2012-03-15

david e toohey s borderlands media cinema and literature as opposition to the oppression of immigrants is an in depth
analysis which explores the immigrant experience using a mixture of cinema literary and other artistic media spanning from
1958 onward toohey begins with orson welles s 1958 touch of evil which triggered a wave of protest resulting in
chicana o filmmakers acting out against the racism against immigrant and diaspora communities the study then adds policy
documents and social science scholarship to the mix both to clarify and oppose undesirable elements in these forms of
thought through extensive analysis and explication toohey uncovers a history of power ranging from lingual and visual
to more widely recognized class and racial divisions these divisions are analyzed both with an emphasis on how they
oppress but also how cinematic political thought can challenge them with special attention to the philosophy of gilles
deleuze david e toohey s borderlands media is an essential text for scholars and students engaged in questions regarding
the effect of media on the oppression of immigrants and diaspora communities

Borderlands Media 2017-11-10

in the first comprehensive reading of dozens of american literary and social culture classics tom cronin one of america s
most astute students of the american political tradition tells the story of the american political experiment through the
eyes of forty major novelists from harriet beecher stowe to hunter s thompson they have been moral and civic
consciousness raisers as we have navigated the zigs and zags the successes and setbacks and the slow awkward
evolution of the american political experiment constitutional democracy equal justice for all the american dream and
american exceptionalism are all part of our country s narrative but as imagining a great republic explains there has never
been just a single american narrative we have competing stories just as we have competing american dreams and competing
ways of imagining a more perfect political union recognizing and understanding these competing values is a key part of being
american cronin s book explains how this is possible and why we should all be proud to be american

Imagining a Great Republic 2006-01-16

laura pulido traces the roots of third world radicalism in southern california during the 1960s and 1970s in this
accessible wonderfully illustrated comparative study focusing on the black panther party el centro de acci�n social y
autonomo casa and east wind a japanese american collective she explores how these african american chicana o and
japanese american groups sought to realize their ideas about race and class gender relations and multiracial alliances
based on thorough research as well as extensive interviews black brown yellow and left explores the differences and
similarities between these organizations the strengths and weaknesses of the third world left as a whole and the ways
that differential racialization led to distinct forms of radical politics pulido provides a masterly nuanced analysis of
complex political events organizations and experiences she gives special prominence to multiracial activism and includes an
engaging account of where the activists are today together with a consideration of the implications for contemporary
social justice organizing

Black, Brown, Yellow, and Left
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